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RADAR SOUNDINGS ON THE PENNY ICE CAP , 
BAFFIN ISLAND 

By J. R . W EBER and PIERRE ANDRIEUX 

(Observatories Branch, Department of Energy, l\1ines and R esources, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada) 

ABSTRACT. The first successful rada r echo soundings through glacier ice in Canada were ca rried out by 
the Dominion Observatory in 1965 on an outle t glacier of the Penny Ice Cap in Baffin Island . An unmodified 
+40 MHz SCR-718 radar altimeter was used, of the type that is readily and inexpensively available on the 
surplus market. The radar soundings were genera lly in agreement, within the range of the reading accuracy 
of the oscilloscope (± 15 m), with depths obtained seismically, gra\'imetri cally, and by the electrical resistivity 
method . The minimum and maximum recorded d epths were 45 m and 550 m, respectively. The pip posi
tions on the standard oscilloscope were recorded visually. This recording method was not satisfactory, but for 
future use the instrumen t could easily be modified to incorporate a larger osci lloscope with continuous 
photographic recording. Use of the relatively high carrier frequency of 440 MHz (compared with the more 
customary frequency of about 35 MHz) all ows the use of smaller a ntennas and results in better resolution of 
the bedrock surface. 

R ESUME. SOl/doges radar sur le Penny' l ee Cap, 8 aj}ill Islal/d. Les premiers sondages par radar reussis sur les 
glaciers au Canadaont etlS executes pa r le Dominion Observatory en 1965sur lacalotte Penny Ice Cap sur Baffin 
Island. U n rad ioaltimetrc SCR-718 non modi fie it 440 MHz, qui peut etrc obtenu fa<;ilement et bon marche 
dans les magasins de surplus, a e te employe. En tenant compte d e l' incertitude d e lecture de l'oscilloscope 
(± 15 m ), les resulta ts concordent en general avec ccux obtenus par les method es seismiques, gravimetriques 
et electriques. La profondeur minimum et maximum est de 45 m et 550 m respectivement. La cote visuelle 
de l'oscilloscope es t insuffisan te, mais il es t facile d 'utili ser un ecra n plus grand et un enregistreur photo
graphique continu. La frequence fond amentale rela tiyement ha ute d e 440 MHz (compa re ayec la frequence 
plus habituelle d 'environ 35 MHz) permet d' utiliser des antennes plus petites e t d'obtenir ainsi une meilleure 
resolution de la surface du socle rocheux. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Radar EcllOlotullgell OIy Pe1ll~)1 l ee Cap, Baffill Islalld. Die erste crfolgreichc Echolotung 
durch Gletschereis in Kanada wurde yom Dominion Observatory im J ahre 1965 a uf einem Gletscher des 
Penny Ice Cap auf Baffin Island durchgeftihrt. Ein nichtmodifiziertes 440 MHz Modell SCR-7t8 Flugzeug 
Radar Echolot, das verhaltnismassig gunstig aus R estbesta nden erhaltlich ist, wurde verwend et. Innerhalb 
d er Ablesegenauigkeit des Oszilloskopes (± 15 m ) stimmten die Radarlotungen im a llgem einen mit den 
Tiefen uberein, wie sie seismisch , gravimetrisch und mit d er geoelektrischen Widerstandsmethode gefunden 
wurden. Die minimale Lotungstiefe war 45 m, die maxima le 550 m. Die Ablesestellen auf d em normalen 
Oszilloskop wurden visuell notiert . Diese Aufschreibemethode war nicht befriedigend , aber filr kilnftigen 
Gebra uch kiinn te durch Einbau eines griisseren Oszilloskops mit kontinuierli cher photographischer R egistrie
rung modifizier t werden. Die relative hohe Tragerfrequenz von 440 MHz (vergl ichen mit d er gebra uch
licheren Frequenz von rund 35 MHz) erl a uh t die Anwendung kleinerer Antennen unci gibt eine bessere 
Aufliisung des Gletscherbodens. 

J NTRODUCTION 

In the spring of 1962 the Dominion Observatory initiated a long ["ange geophysical and 
glaciological programme on the Penny I ce Cap in Baffin Island which requires observations 
lO be repeated periodically every three to four years (Ice, 1963[a] , Cb] , 1966) . The objectives 
are to measure elevation changes using gravity meters and to investigate the ice flow by 
measuring the movement of 14 aluminum poles permanently drilled into the ice across the 
crest of the ice cap. Figure I shows the location of the 14 movement poles (labelled S-I to S-7, 
and N- I to N -7) on the Penny I ce Cap as well as the positions of four markers on solid rock, 
" East Base", " West Base", "Signal Hill " and " Toboggan Peak", rela tive to which the pole 
movements are measured. " Gravity Base" is a rock outcrop relative to which all gravity 
intervals to the movement poles are measured . 

During April and May 1965 the first periodic re-survey was carried out. As part of the 
program the ice thickness across the ice cap and along a large outlet glacier was measured 
using radar, seismic, gravity and electrical resistivity techniques. The large dots in Figure I 

labell ed T-o to T-5 mark the position of the line along which the soundings were made. 
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Fig. I. Sketch map qf tlte central part of tlte Penny Ice Cap. The small dots labelled N -I to N -7 and S-I to S-7 represPllt 1.1 
aluminum poles that were pemwnent(v drilled into the ice ill 1962 alld were survey ed relative 10 rock markers named 
" Toboggan Peak", " Signal Hill", "West B ase" alld "East B ase" . The large dots labelled T-o to T-5 are tellttromell'f 
stations alollg tlte profile where depth soundings were made. All gravi~y measuremenls were measured relative to a rock slalioll 
labelled "Graviry Base". 

INSTRUMENTATION AND SOUNDING TECHNIQ.UE 

T he radar sounding equipment consisted of an unmodified SCR-718 radar altime ter on 
loan from the Royal Canadian Air Force. The peak power output of this 440 MHz pulsed 
type altime ter is 7 Wand the reading accuracy on the standard oscilloscope is ± 15 m (as 
measured in ice). Figure 2 shows the sounding equipment mounted on a Nansen sledge that 
was pulled by a motor toboggan . Of the two boxes mounted on top of each other the lower 
contained two nickel-cadmium batteries and a 110 V 400 Hz dynamo tor and the upper 
housed the SCR-718 radar set with the oscilloscope. On top, mounted on either side ofa 6 m 
pole, were the transmitting and receiving dipole antennas backed by 75 cm X 90 cm aluminum 
reflectors. During sounding operations the batteries were continuously charged by a 28 V 
I 500 W gasoline driven generator. To obtain a depth measurement the vehicle had to be 
moving because the oscilloscope a lways showed a multitude of pips apparently caused by 
scattered reflections, and recognition of the recurring dominant bottom reflection from the 
multitude of seemingly random refl ections depended on the skill of the observer. A pip posi
tion observed when the vehicle was standing sti ll was therefore not necessarily a reflection 
from the bottom. 

Seismic reflections were obtained using a modified 12-channel Elec tro-T ech recording 
interval timer and an L-shaped array of twelve 30 Hz geophones. The compressional wave 
velocities in the glacier ice were known from seismic refraction profiles shot on the ice cap 
and on the center part of the outlet glacier in 1962. 

The gravity measurements were made with two LaCoste and Romberg geodetic gravity 
meters, numbers G-74 and G-75 , which were transported on a Nansen sledge pulled by a mo to r 
toboggan. Readings were obtained at each tell urometer station and at each wooden peg 
described in the next section. 

The electrical resistivity measurements, which are described elsewhere (Andrieux , 
unpublished) , were made using an array of the asymmetrical Schlumberger type. 
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Fig. 2. Radar sounding equipment mounted on a Nansen sledge with Pierre Alldrieux observing the oscilloscope. Two boxes are 
mounted on top of each other; the upper houses transceiver alld oscilloscope, the lower cOlltains nickel-cadmium batteries 
charged by a 28 V [ 500 W generator fastened to the front of the sledge. Transmittillg alld receiving alltellllOS with 
reflectors are connected to either end of a 6 In pole. The sledge is pulled by a motor toboggall. 

Sl1 R VEY METHOD 

The profile along which radar, seismic, gravity a nd electrical resIstiVIty measurements 
were made is 18 km long. I t starts at the movement pole S- [ at the edge of the ice cap a nd 
follows the center line ofa large outlet glacier along the te ll urom eter sta tions T-5 to T-o. T he 
distances between flags T-o to T -5 were m easured by tellurometer and elevations between 
flagged stations were d etermined by measuring simultaneous reciprocal angles with two 
theodolites. In addition , the positions and elevations of stations T-o, T-4 a nd S-I were d eter
mined by a combination of triangulation and tell urometer tri la teration from the rock stations 
"East Base" and " W est Base" (Fig. [ ) . Along the profile line wooden pegs with clearly 
visible numbers were stuck in the snow every [60 m , a nd distances were taped to the nearest 
tellurometer station . Distances between pegs were m easured with a bicycle-wheel odometer 
mounted behind the sledge. Elevations of the pegged stations were repeatedly determined 
barometrically using the known elevations of tell urometer stations as control. On each 
subsequent up or down run of the radar equipment the odometer reading was r ecorded at 
each peg. 

SOUNDING RESULTS 

The radar altimeter was calibrated to measure distances in feet through air; for sounding 
through ice the readings had to be multiplied by the conversion factor 1 jE'1, where E' is the 
apparent dielectric constant for ice. For a given frequency the value for E' increases slightly 
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with increasing temperature and increasing density, and therefore with increasing ice thick
ness (Ragle and others, (964). The soundings ranged in depth between 150 m and 550 m , 
and based on an observed mean annual temperature of - 13°C at I 838 m elevation it is 
estimated that the ice temperature near the glacier surface along the profile from S- I to T-o 
ranges from - 12.SoC to _ 8°C. Waite and Schmidt (1962) used a value for i.' = 3.2 for 
similar ice conditions in Greenland and Antarctica. Waite's figure of 3.2 was used to convert 
our radar readings to ice thicknesses. More recent work (Evans, 1965; Robin and Evans, 
unpublished) suggest that the apparent dielectric constant for the Penny Ice Cap might be 
nearer 3. I 7 or 3. 18. The difference in computed depth based on dielectric constants of 3· I 7 
and 3.20 is, however, smaller than the reading accuracy of the oscilloscope (± IS m) . 

The results of the radar, seismic, gravity, and electrical resistivity soundings are shown in 
Figure 3. The radar soundings along the profile were repeated a number of times, and the 
reflected signal was always lost above S-I, above T-4, above T-I , and below T-o, that is to 
say wherever the ice thickness, according to the gravity, seismic, or electrical method, 
exceeded 500 m to 550 m . This indicates that the sounding limit of the instrument lies in the 
soo m to S50 m range. 
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Fig. 3. Glacier surface and bedrock profile betweell statiolls SoT and T-o. Soundings obtainedfrolll radar, seismic, gravitJ> and 
electrical resistivil)' measurements are SIIOW". The deepest observed radar sOl/nding was 500 lII . 

There is generally good agreement between radar soundings on the one hand, and the 
seismic, resistivity and gravity soundings on the other. The seismic and resistivity soundings 
lie everywhere within the reading accuracy of the radar soundings (± 15 m); gravity and 
!"adar soundings differ by less than 10 % except in an area between T-4 and T-S where the 
gravity soundings differ as much as 30% from the radar soundings. Gravity is used to inter
polate depth between points of known seismic thickness. These interpolated values are 
calculated from the difference between the observed Bouguer anomaly at the glacier surface 
and the Bouguer anomaly at the bedrock surface. The former is calculated from the observed 
gravity, the geographical latitude, and the measured surface elevation; the latter is known 
only at points where the ice thickness was determined seismically, and the regional Bouguer 
anomaly is interpolated as the smoothest fitting curve between the seismic points (Weber, 
1961). An erroneous depth is therefore most likely to be caused by a wrong interpolation of the 
bedrock anomaly (caused by sudden density changes in the bedrock lithology), or by telTain 
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effects that have been neglected . Where gravity and radar depths disagree it is therefore more 
likely that the gravity depth is in error. By rotating the antennas in such a way that the 
antenna reflectors were parallel with the underlying bedrock surface, soundings were 
attempted near the edge of the glacier below station T -0. However, the noise level in the 
oscilloscope was so high that it masked any recognizable reflections. Similarly, no englacial 
refl ections were identified with certainty. It is possible that by using continuous photographic 
recording both echoes from the side of the glacier and from intermediate layers within the ice 
could have been recognized. 

DISCUSSION 

Our work under typical Arctic conditions in a mountainous region in temperatures as low 
as - 30°C proved that the instrument is rugged and reliable. The relatively high frequency of 
440 MHz, compared with the more customary 30 to 35 MHz, a llows the use of greater band 
width and smaller antennas resulting in a narrower beam width and in better resolution of the 
bedrock surface and englacial layers. However, it lacks the high penetration power of its 
35 MHz rivals with which reflections through 3000 m of ice have been obtained (Waite, 
1966) . The minimum sounding depth of an unmodified SCR-7 18 is 45 m owing to the radar 
pulse length. Another consideration is cost: The SCR-7 I 8 radar altimeter is still used in 
many aircraft today and is readily available on the surplus market ; a recent enquiry from 
surplu: outlets showed that the price for a complete uni t ranges from 200 to 400 dollars in the 
U .S.A. , and from 300 to 400 dollars in Canada. 

The drawback of the instrument when used without modification and when pulled slowly 
over a glacier is that it is difficult for the observer to recognize the dominant bottom reflection; 
it is even more difficult to recognize small englacial reflections. Moreover the recognition of 
the bottom pip depends on the judgement of the observer at the time, and no permanent 
record is obtained. However, the small standard oscilloscope could be replaced by a larger 
one adapted for continuous photographic recording, and with on ly minor modifications the 
power output of the uni t could be at least tripled. These modifications would make a sounder 
ideal for use on medium sized g laciers by expeditions with limited financial resources, an 
instrument which, within its depth range, is comparable in performance with speciall y designed 
radio sounders costing many times as much . 
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